
 

Playwright   CLARE MENDES         

Clare is a writer, producer and out-of-the-boxer. Her creative journey to date is found at 

claremendes.com. Clare’s plays include The Agreement (2015), Trash Goes Down The 

River (2017), Invisible Petition (Stark. Dark. Albert Park, 2018), Rhapsody in Purple 

(Beachside Stories, 2019), The Shoemaker’s Daughter (The Best, The Fairest, The First, 

2021), ‘Skating in the Clouds’ (second draft finished, taking a breath before the next) and 

now A Flower for Moses. Clare loves poetry, chess, boxing and the colour purple. She has 

Alice in Wonderland Syndrome, which at times can make the world seem even bigger and 

more spectacular than it is. Clare enjoys producing shows for Melbourne Writers’ Theatre, 

where she has been Company Manager since 2015, and she relishes opportunities to tell 

playwrights, artists and patrons to visit MWT at  melbournewriterstheatre.org.au  or write 

to melbournewriterstheatre@gmail.com  or simply come to an MWT show, as you just did. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Designer   D. B. VALENTINE 

D.B works in various capacities in the Arts industry as a playwright, theatre and film 

director, video artist, designer, performance artist, dramaturge, script editor, video editor 

and gallery assistant. He tutored at Monash University and with the NIDA OPEN short 

course program (Screenplay Writing). He holds a PhD in Digital Performance (2016 - 

Monash University), Honours in Performance Studies and Diploma in film and TV 

production. He previously worked as a director and designer on MWT’s Six Degrees at      

a Hot Melbourne Market (Gasworks Arts Park, November 2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage Manager       BARBARA TOOHEY    

Barbara is originally from Ireland and has many years' experience on and off the 

stage.  Barbara is delighted to be joining the Melbourne Writers Theatre again as Stage 

Manager, having stage managed earlier in the year The Best, The Fairest, The First and the 

2020 productions The Metropolis Monologues and The City Park Plays.  Barbara was also 

Stage Manager for Essendon Theatre Company's Suite Surrender and Home Grown, and 

stage-managed Children of the Wolf and Fool for Love at Strathmore Theatre Arts Group. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lighting Technician      KIT CUNNEEN                                         

Kit is an eager lighting technician and designer based in Melbourne. Her production 

practice is geared towards theatre as a form of emotional catharsis and as a way of 

commentating on our current social climate. While Kit focuses on working in a technical 

capacity, she took the role of lighting designer for Unsuckle as part of La Mama’s main 

stage season (2020). Recent work includes lighting programmer and crew for The 

Anniversary at fortyfivedownstairs, and programmer for The Cane at Restitch. 

 

 

ACTORS 

 

USCHI FELIX        ‘Germaine’                         

Professionally trained in Germany and Australia, Uschi Felix has enjoyed a versatile career 

in cabaret and theatre, gaining a best-actor award (Adelaide Fringe) along the way. Starting 

out in political cabaret in Frankfurt, she appeared in the French Café Théâtre in Adelaide 

for many years and brought confronting plays such as Mein Kampf (Frau Death), Beckett’s 

Shorts (Not I and Rockaby) and Holy Mothers (Mariedl) to La Mama. Recent solo cabaret 

shows include Falling Apart Again (Vienna) and From Piaf to Brel (Frankfurt). After 

playing a series of demanding mothers – Andy Warhol’s (La Mama), Uncle Vanya’s 

(Fortyfive Downstairs) and Petra Kant’s (Theatreworks) – in February 2020 Uschi 

performed to acclaim as Marlene Dietrich in the sell-out show Marlene Dietrich: Perfect 

Illusion (Butterfly Club). She is delighted to bring to the stage the complex character of 

Germaine Weaving in A Flower for Moses, and share this story with Gasworks audiences. 

 

CLARE LARMAN        ‘Desire’  

Clare Larman has been performing for almost forty years as an actor, performance maker, 

writer, teaching artist and director. Her most recent theatre credits include Confluence 

(Nautilus Theatre), Hanging by a Thread (Violet & Rose Productions), The Play’s the 

Thing (La Mama online), Independence (Three Fates Theatre), Something Unspoken 

(Anthropocene Play Co for Fringe 2019) and a number of plays for Melbourne Writers’ 

Theatre, including Trash Goes Down the River in 2017. She is thrilled to be back in a 

public performance space and sharing the energy of live theatre with everyone.  

 

DANIEL DEARDS  ‘Thomas’ 

Daniel is a Melbourne-based actor who has trained with Verve Studios and completed the 

VCA Advanced Actors Studio. His most recent credits include roles in Highlight 

Productions’ Blood and Bone and 24 Carrot Productions' Introduction to Emma and Pride 

and Prejudice. He also appeared in the Australian Shakespeare Company's Graduate Player 

production of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Daniel is excited about making his Melbourne 

Writers' Theatre debut by taking on the role of Thomas Rhodes in A Flower for Moses. 

                                   

 

                                                 and featuring voiceovers by 

 

JOSIAH LULHAM     Sports Commentator 

With an academic background in the disciplines of anthropology and ethnography, Josiah 

has worked as an arts manager, festival director and actor. He is a member of the acting 

ensemble at Melbourne Playback Theatre Company, where he performs in playback shows, 

facilitates workshops in corporate training and trains as an improviser. 
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